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Hello to all---this was one really busy and productive year for the Copper Corner. The new
edition of Dalton and Hamer has been out since last January, and has sold well. I have it in
stock, (135 postpaid) , in the UK Alan Judd is handling it, 88 pounds postpaid, ask him at
micobwright@aol.com . The deluxe edition is down to one book!! It is here if you wish it at
$250 postpaid in the USA. To the UK it is a horrible $325, the shipping alone $85.
The Baldwin Basement III sale was for me the best one yet. Anyone looking for a rare single
piece might find it here, but probably the first two sales were better for that. This sale had
group lots, and if you did your homework, looked at them with an eye for quality, there were
pieces there that almost NEVER show up in the high grades that were in the lot. I bought 20 of
the groups, and am very happy with them, and in the long run you shall be happy as well!!
Coming out of the basement, even the group lots were somewhat special, with tags for
Cokayne and other collectors, a bit of insight into what they had found, and that they
considered the piece worth collecting. There was one lot that contained pieces that are never,
ever, seen in high grade, and each piece (though some were badly struck) were easy to see that
they were as made. Fantastic, for the collector of them. More than one piece in this sale was
far better than usually seen. Thus, over the next year have some interesting things to bring out.
After arriving home, a collector on the east coast who bought some really nice pieces and very
rare pieces from me, some sold from the collection I had back then, when I needed the money
to buy good items. I never did buy others, since I could not find them in such wonderful
condition, and here was the entire lot for sale back to me!! Thus I re-purchased some
exceptional tokens, very excited about that. Added to Baldwin III, and some wonderful pieces
bought privately at shows and in offices, will have wonderful items to sell in the next year.
Thanks for looking, have slipped some new material in here. Best always, Bill
“BB III” denotes a piece from the Baldwin Basement sale.
18th CENTURY PROVINCIAL "CONDER" TOKENS---CHESHIRE
MACCLESFIELD 3
1790 Bust Charles Rowe/Genius with mining tools. The PENNY TOKEN,
FULL LUSTER AND GEMMY, SUPERB PIECE, UNC, not upgradable----UNC $725.
MACCLESFIELD 16
1790 Charles Roe/Genius, mining tools. Tad rub, net AU $110.
MACCLESFIELD 41
1791 Charles Roe//Genius. Full luster, die cracks, nice UNC $145
MACCLESFIELD 57
1792 As the last, strike tad weak on reverse, luster UNC/AU, $95
CORNWALL
FALMOUTH
3
1797 Spread Eagle//Falmouth Volunteers. RARE, bronzed net VF, $95.

CUMBERLAND
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LOW HALL
1
1797 Horse turning a whim//Low Hall. Two tiny edge tics, but surfaces are
very nice, some luster indeed, it is UNC but has to go AU, pleasing example $525.
LAKE FARTHING 2a
1796 Lake, Castle, tree//Cumberland Token, &c. FARTHING. This example
is on a thick flan, well struck, and a very gemmy UNC. RARE, nice $455.
ESSEX
COLCHESTER
10
1794 Colchester Castle//A loom. Prooflike luster, nice one UNC $145.
DUNMOW
11b 1794 Arms of Dunmow//Flitch of bacon. RARE, super nice $345.
DUNMOW
32
1795 Flitch of bacon//Nurdr’d by the Factuous &c, RR UNC $395.
HORNCHURCH
33
ND
Bust Edward IV/Arms. Very nice bronzed UNC, luster, $145.
Another, bronzed PROOF, not a mark, gem UNC $275.
MALDON
35
ND
Arms of Maldon//Watchmaker’s Arms. Scarce. Two, one with some
wear, GVF just $95. Pleasing. The second a flawless full luster gem brown UNC $325.
WOODFORD
40
1796 Pair of Compasses, wheel, saw, axe//Crest of the Prince of Wales. This
token a gemmy UNC, lots of original luster, and hard to improve. $950.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLOUCESTER
2
1797 St. Mary de Lode//Arms. Luster,a mark in field thus UNC $95.
GLOUCESTER 1d
5
1797 St. Michael’s Church//Arms. Luster AU net, $135.
GLOUCESTER
6
1797 St. Nicholas Church//Arms. Luster, gemmy, a better piece—UNC $185.
BADMINTON
24
1795 Bust George III/Duke of Beaufort, &c/ Bronzed, minor mks UNC $110.
BADMINTON
53
1795/6 Scales, 3 ½ LBS//Beggar Receiving alms. Gemmy UNC $165 BBIII
BRINSCOMBE
60
1795 Severn Barge//Sapperton tunnel. Lt mks, huge luster, super UNC $150
NEWENT
64
1796 Shield, apple tree//Morse, &c, spiral legend. Lustrous sharp UNC $225.
HAMPSHIRE
SOUTHAMPTON
6
1794 Bust Earl Howe//Victory, &c. PENNY, toned WM nice EF $120.
EMSWORTH
15
1794 Earl Howe//Britannia. Luster, some red, nice AU $55.
EMSWORTH
20e
1794 Earl Howe//King and Constitution. Plain edge, lustrous UNC $110.
TALBOT, ALUM, AND l:EE---1794---Pair of mules, both with Commerce Standing, as on the American
Colonial penny token---Hants Emsworth 25, Earl Howe, and Portsmouth 56, John Howard. Two of the
six pieces that comprise the “set”, these Scarce, both are VF, and each $325. The pair, $600.
PETERSFIELD
48
1793 Mounted Dragoon//Stork Luster, R&B choice UNC $165. BBIII
PORTSEA
79a
1796 St. George, Dragon//Ship, fish. Luster, no mks, near gem UNC $245
Another, a 79. luster, with rub on the highest points, very nice example EF+ just $95.
PORTSMOUTH
89
1791 Sir Bevois//Arms. Boulton issue, 1 spot, UNC just $110. BBIII
NAVAL FARTHING 98
ND Lord Bridport//Anchor, cable. R&B choice UNC $275.
NAVAL FARTHING 101 1794 Earl Howe//Ship. Decent strike, nice UNC $125. BBIII
NAVAL FARTHING 106
ND Earl Howe//Crown, &c. super original luster, R&B UNC $245.
A nice AU, $125. A RRR 106a, full luster choice UNC $345.
NAVAL FARTHING 112
ND Admiral MacBride//Crown. Choice UNC $245.
HEREFORDSHIRE
HEREFORD
2
1796 Bull breaking its chains//Apple tree. RARE, no mks but VF, $225.
HEREFORD
3
1796 As the last. RARE, minor marks, weak tree, net EF+ $310.
HEREFORD
4
1796 As the last. Nice GVF, $185. UNC, luster, tad red, full strike $375.
KENT
DEPTFORD
13
1795 Kentish men meet Wm III/Royal George. STRONG strike, AU $120.
DIMCHURCH
15
1794 Justice Standing//Sheep, cypher. Some weakness on the robe of
Justice, so EF obv, and the rev is about as made, net EF-AU, actually UNC—luster, nice $135.
DOVER
16
1794 Bust Pitt/Cinque Ports shield. Super surfaces, Luster, $110.
GODINGTON
25
ND A Griffin//Blank. Toke family crest, cast flan. EF, $165. HAWKHURST
30
1794 Wheat Sheaf, cypher//Kentish Horse, shield. Full choice UNC $175.

LANCASHIRE
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LANCASTER BBIII 2
1794 Lancaster Castle//Bridge, this a fully GILT penny token, only slight
distraction is a couple of minor marks in the reverse field. UNC, super “luster” on the gilding, $425.
ECCLESTON
58
1794 Bust Eccleston//Ship. Choice, luster, UNC $145
LANCASTER
59
ND Hand on scroll—“Our Cause is Just”//Pyramid in the form of a star. The
letter at the top of the pyramid is a “K”, which has led to calling this token the Kentucky cent, as it was meant
to be the “fifteenth star”, since Kentucky was the 15th state in the Union of the United States. It also dates the
piece, as it gained statehood in 1795. This piece was in a PCGS Slab, marked MS63. Ton of original luster,
on a brown flan, it is a planchet cutter error, with tiny voids at the rim at 7 and 12, with a thin curved line
connecting them. Fully UNC, all high points completely there, no rub. PCGS called this an incomplete flan,
when it is actually complete just a planchet cutter gone a bit wild. This piece, with the Scarce Lancaster edge,
nice original luster, with just a few planchets cutter marks as made, UNC $850.
LIVERPOOL
105
1793 A Ship//Arms of Liverpool. Very nice GEF, $65.
MANCHESTER
135s 1793 Porter with Pack//Lion in shield. All brown UNC, nice $95.
LANCASTER
152 1792 RARE farthing. John of Gaunt//Arms. Some red, full luster UNC $235.
MIDDLESEX PENNY TOKENS
Christ’s Hospital
13
1800 CH//Value. Luster, a mark or two but small, EF net –nice $120.
KEMPSON BBIII 69
ND Westminster Bridge//Britannia seated on a rock, then an exergue line,
with PK cypher below that line. Red in devices, vary rare reverse, UNC $575.
KEMPSON BBIII 70
1797 Westminster Bridge//Justice standing. The more common type of reverse
for this piece. Very minor spot on rev rim. Fully UNC $325.
LONDON & WEST. 81
1797 Bank of England//Arms of London. RARE, luster, ch. UNC $375.
LONDON & WEST 97
1797 Cordwainer’s Hall//Arms. RARE Tiny scratch, UNC nice $325.
CLERKENWELL
162
ND South Sea House/Arms. tiny spot, ton of luster, tad red UNC $235.
NATIONAL
177. 1789 George III/Visited St. Pauls. Two gilt pieces, one 80% gilt, the other a
bit less, AU $95 and EF $75. Two silver examples, nice EF $150, choice AU $295. Good buys.
NATIONAL BBIII 187
1793 George III//Radiated Crown,”King and Constitution” This is a white
metal token, some original brightness, some toned down as well, no tinpest, nice UNC RR $345.
NATIONAL BBIII 192
1797 George III//Royal Thanksgiving, &c. This piece is fully Gilt copper, and
has three small black lines in obv. field, one of the same rev field. UNC, super look $275.
POL-SOCIAL
205 1794 Bust Hardy//His Jury. UNC, tad red in devices, luster $265.
NATIONAL
180
1789 GeorgeIII/Urn, Snake. Weakness in strike, also some rub. GVF $155.
NATIONAL
186
1788 Geo III//Wm III. WM, much original luster, part toned, NICE UNC $165
ROMAINE
214
ND
Bust Romaine//”But I trusted thee”. Brown, glossy surfaces UNC $210
SLAVE
235
ND
White metal penny, no pesting, marks, etc, a kneeling Slave, ///the
reverse “Whatsoever ye would do” &c. Fine eye appeal, a keeper, $850. BBIII
MIDDLESEX HALFPENNIES
ANDERSON’S
248
1795 Anderson’s monogram//Arms of London. I have a weakness for this
piece, as I consider the design to be superior, it is simple and effective, the designer of it was a pro.
Anyway, have two UNC’s to consider. One, no marks, choice surfaces, gemmy and super, $695. The
second one just as nice, but with a museum # inked in the field, it is $495. Both great examples.
BEBBINGTON
254
ND Bust to R//Umbrella, &c. nice surfaces, a great UNC $125.
BIGGAR’S
255
1796 Biggar’s coffee house//Army list. RRR, this piece a choice UNC, and
will admit it is the first I have ever seen. R&B, as made, super. BBIII, $625. Milled edge.
BIGGAR’S
255a 1796 Biggar’s coffee house//Army list. This piece RARE, and is seldom
found in higher grade. Some red, nice original surfaces, EF++ $135. Plain edge
BIGGAR’S
256
1796 Spring Garden Coffee House//Army list. A Scarce token, and one that is
nearly always a bit weak, as is this. Net is EF, very nice $135. Biggar did not last, his business model
must have had a flaw, as he went bankrupt.
BLACKFRIAR’S
257a
ND A Friar//Arms of London. Brown, sharp strike, UNC $135.

Middlesex halfpennies, continued
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DODD’S
300
ND Bust Handel//Lyre. Thin flan, luster UNC $85. Thick flan UNC $135.
The flan on the latter with some roughness.
FOWLER’S
306
1794 Neptune, trident/Whale fishermen. Strong strike, AU net, $85.
GUEST’S
308d 1795 Royal Arms//Boot, Shoe &c. minor field scratch, mostly red UNC $85
BUTLER’S
312b ND
Paint pot, cask///GB Cypher. Scarce to RARE, this one is a gemmy UNC
and about as nice as they come. Choice R&B, dusty super original luster, $350.
HENDON
324
1794 A Church//Greyhound. These come on small thin flans, and are literally
never struck up. Two decent examples, nice EF, brown, $110. EF+++ some red, nice $165.
HENDON BBIII
329
1794 A Church//George III, RARE, bzd, full original luster UNC $250.
IBBERSON
342
ND
St George, Dragon//Mail Coaches, &c. Bronzed proof, only $245.
JAMES
344
1796 Lion,Shield//Royal Male Tiger. I have seen a few of these, most are a bit
weak, or off center, this one perfect. RARE such. This is easily a collection highlight. A bronzed,
blazingly full all original luster GEM UNC!! $895. Best one I have seen.
KELLY’S
345b
ND Man with horse//Saddle, Spurs. RARE, nice surfaces AU-UNC $140.
LACKINGTON
354 1794 Bust Lackington/Fame. Very nice AU $45.
LYCEUM
362a
ND Man standing on horseback//Man balancing on his head on the point of a
sword. Nice surfaces, red in all devices, UNC $110. Brown UNC, luster, strong strike $95.
MAIL COACH
366
ND Mail Coach traveling//Cypher, J Palmer, &c. AU $50.
MASONIC
369b 1790 Freemason’s Arms//Cupid, &c. Choice UNC $125.
MOORE’S
389
1795 Girl making Lace//Scroll. R&B, prooflike luster, super UNC $155.
PIDCOCK’S
415 1795 Lion, Shield/Eagle. Bronzed, no rub, very strong UNC, luster $250.
RATLEY’S
465
1795 The Connoisseur and the Tired Boy///Shells, seashore scene. RARE,
this with one small obverse spot, all else very nice. Lustrous UNC $550.
SIMS
478
ND
Bust Garrick//Tragic, comic masks. RARE milled edge. UNC $235.
SKIDMORE
526
ND St. Paul’s Covent Garden//IOM cypher RARE. super UNC $395
SPENCE’S
716
ND
Ass, two pair of Panniers///3 Thomas’s. Usual slightly weak strike on the
nose of the ass, some red in devices, really a super piece UNC $325 BBIII
SPENCE’S
737
1795 British Liberty//Shepherd. Some luster, NO marks, UNC/AU $265.
SPENCE’S
763a ND Bust Fox//Caduceus. A very nice full luster UNC $265.
SPENCE’S
795b 1795 Head of Man & Ass//Heads of Pitt & Fox. Exceptional brn UNC $425.
SPENCE
830a ND
Man Hanging//”may the Knave, &c”. Ch UNC full luster $795.
SPENCE
865
1796 Bust Thelwall//Cap of Liberty.50% RED,bright luster, super UNC $295
SPENCE
889b 1795 4 men dancing//Lion Dismayed. Tad red, usual weak obv UNC $275.
NATIONAL
930
1789 George III/Arms. of London. Faint inking, sharp UNC $85.
NATIONAL
945a ND George and Charlotte//Ship. 10% red, tad weak, UNC $115.
NATIONAL
957
ND Royal Arms//John of Gaunt. AU, $55.
NATIONAL
969
1789 The Prince Regent//Crown. GEF $75. For an event that did not occur.
NATIONAL
984
ND Duke of York//Hope standing. Luster, nice strike UNC $95.
POL-SOCIAL
1017a 1794 A Map of France//May Britain, &c. Brown, some luster, UNC $135.
POL-SOCIAL
1039b (1795) Kneeling chained slave//Clasped hands. Perfect surfaces, no marks, but
the strike weak in the centers. Nice looking piece, GVF-EF $175.
POL-SOCIAL
1048 ND
Tom Tackle is Rich (happy, waving sword)//Tom Tackle is Poor
(Returned injured from the war), This piece EF, better defined than most. Well centered. $145.
MIDDLESEX FARTHINGS
SPENCE
1078 1794 Bust Spence//King on a bull, ass’s head. Tad red, full luster UNC $225
SPENCE
1083 ND Adam and Eve//A Pig. Brown UNC $165.
SPENCE
1099 ND Man on all fours//Rouse Britannia RARE,strike flat as usual UNC $245
SPENCE
1113 1795 3 Thomas’s//Britannia. Nice surfaces, tad red UNC $195
SPENCE
1117 1795 3 Thomas’s//A Pig. Super luster, UNC $175.

NORFOLK
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NORWICH
13
1794 Norwich Castle//Hanging Fleece. Choice Brown UNC $125.
NORWICH
19
1794 Archway, key//Arms. Rev with bit of 2 toning, UNC $95.
NORWICH
33
1796 Hope Standing//Shop front., Choice surfaces, tad wear, luster AU $55.
NORWICH
39
1792 City Arms//Man in loom. Perfect fields, luster, sharp—R&B UNC $145
YARMOUTH
54a
1796 Female, Scroll//Asia, Africa, America, with Britannia. Tad red UNC
with mark free fields, original luster. $245.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, OXFORDSHIRE, RUTLAND
all counties with one issuer.
N’HAMPTON1
1794 George Jobson//Arms. flan flaw, full luster, sharp strike UNC $120.
N’HAMPTON1a
1794 As the last, but on a large, thick flan, plain edge. 12.8g. UNC $165.
OXON, Banbury
1
ND Bust of Wm Rusher//The Sun. Nice. Super design, UNC $135
RUTLAND
1
ND Col. Noel, &c//Whose example, &c. VF, RARE, $175.
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
ARNOLD
4
1791 Hanging Fleece//Fasces, liberty cap. Sixpence. GVF $125
DONALD
8
1792 Donald & Co//Beehive, Bees. Luster, light brown UNC $120.
SOMERSETSHIRE
BATH penny
5
1794 Garden Gate//Tree, &c. R&B, luster, super UNC for issue $235.
BATH ½ d.
36e
ND John Howard//Woman, boy, key to prison, Sharp strike UNC $110.
BATH
66a
ND “Ready Money”//Arms of Bath. Tad red, luster, minor mks, UNC $125.
Bath group, #72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 83. Views from the city. $95-$145, ask please. Most UNC--BRIDGEWATER
87
ND Castle, bridge//Mounted Dragoon. Fading red, sharp, super UNC $145.
“DUNKIKRE”
107
1795. Factory bldg//Hanging fleece. Prooflike, nice UNC $210.
SUFFOLK
BUNGAY PENNY 1
1794 Remains of fortress//Justice standing. Luster, glossy UNC $245.
BUNGAY PENNY 3
1794` Remains of fortress/Justice standing. Choice, luster UNC $335.
BLYTHING
19
1794 Mounted Dragoon//Castle in garter. Full luster, 2 toning UNC $110.
BURY
29
ND Ancient Gateway//Book. Strike just a tad soft in a place or two, but this
is far better than usual, and a nice original luster, mark free example. UNC $165.
HOXNE
33a
1795 Soldier, horse//Castle in garter. Fading red, tad luster $95.
SUSSEX
CHICHESTER
15
1794 Queen Elizabeth I//Chichester Cross. Lt. die state, near gem UNC $135
EASTBOURNE
21
1796 Fisher’s Library//”Prosperity” &c. a choice UNC $125.
NORTHIAM
34
1794 Arms//I.F. Cypher crest a wheat sheaf. UNC, $135.
WARWICKSHIRE 1a is “two shillings”, the rest are halfpennies.
WORKHOUSE
1a
1788 Female giving alms to man and boy//BWH Cypher. But all sorts of thing
going on here---first, the “and sixpence” have been taken out by punching the letters, second, this change was
OK’d by the head of the workhouse by counterstamping each side with a large “W”, then to carry it a bit
farther, the piece has been silvered!! No rub, about as made, and yours for $350
CLARKE’S
122
1795 Britannia Crowning bust of George III//Oak Tree, ships. This piece is a
true gem, from the unmarked and unbroken reverse die. (72 struck, around half with the large cud and
the other half without it, before the die broke). This piece: Ex Shorthouse, Ex Hamer (Glendennings,
26--- 18 Nov 1930, lot 60). RARE –RR. All original luster, no marks, $1200. No disappointments.
This is one of my very favorite tokens, the die work is amazing and it has gemmy surfaces.
BIRMINGHAM
60c
ND Mounted Dragoon//Sheild, Hedgehogs. “One Cent” edge, RARE, the
obverse a bit mushy in strike, reverse AU, net AU $195. Nice look and color.
DONALD & CO.
123 1792 Donald and Co/Beehive, bees. Scarce. Nice luster & strike UNC $125.
HALLAN’S
131
1795 Bust Hallan//Tea pot, &c. minor scratch, but a nice UNC $125.
LUTWYCHE’S
219b ND Coining Press//Justice Seated. Brown, wipe lines, tad red net AU $95.
COVENTRY
238
1793 Lady Godiva//Elephant and Castle. Luster, GEF, $75.
KEMPSON
274
1797 Mill Lane Gate//Arms of Coventry. Luster, dark, nice UNC $135.

YORKSHIRE
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BEDALE
9c
1792 View of a street//Cypher. Full luster, near gem bronzed UNC $225.
HUDDERSFIELD 14
1792 East India House//Grocer’s Arms. Two merchants, one in Yorkshire, the
other in Manchester, Lancashire, ordered the same token design. The issuer in Huddersfield realized
the problem since the pieces looked alike, and were dated the same. Thus, he withdrew the first order,
and had some made dated 1793, as Huddersfield #15. The #14 thus became very rare, there are a few
but they are very seldom found. Often, a listing for it proves false, a good look finds a Lancashire
edge. This a true “Downing, Huddersfield” edge, and VERY RARE. Nice GVF, $360.
HULL
20
1791 WM. III, horse//Arms of Hull. R&B nearly full strike, UNC $135.
LEEDS
44
1791 Bishop Blaze//Arms, hanging fleece. Tad red, luster, UNC $135.
LEEDS
46
1791 Bishop Blaze//Hanging fleece. Full strike brown UNC, nice $135.
SHEFFIELD
59
1794 Crossed Arrows//Clasped hands. Cpl mks, net AU $110
YORK
63
1795 York Cathedral//Clifford’s Tower. R&B, nice strike UNC $110.
YORK
70
ND Female Seated//Cap of Liberty, sword, &c. Perfect surfaces, and full
luster on this token, no rub, no marks. Semi proof like. Only 200 struck, Scarce, $345.
WALES
Many of the pattern pieces below are quite rare PAGE SIX
ANGLESEY 1d
5
1787 Druid/Cypher. Pattern, “D” above—Circulated, a choice VF $125.
ANGLESEY 1d
11.
1787 Druid/Cypher. Pattern, “D” above. Gemmy bronzed UNC, super $350.
ANGLESEY 1d
19
1787 Druid/Cypher. Full luster, some red, choice UNC $145.
ANGLESEY 1d
36
1787 Druid/Cypher. Nice surfaces. Origiinal luster, exceptionsl UNC. $165.
ANGLESEY 1d
44
1787 Druid/Cypher. Lacquered, well done, glossy and beauriful UNC $125.
ANGLESEY 1d
141
“1784” Druid/Cypher---a counterfeit, which caused a lot of discussion back in
the day as to whether it was genuine. Hard to find, here is a nice F/VF, $200.
ANGLESEY ½ d
267
(1790} Druid/Cypher. This is a pattern by Westwood, after Milton, date.
Gemmy UNC, much red, prooflike, names of the mine owners on the edge. RARE++ UNC $595.
ANGLESEY ½d
391
1791 Druid//Cypher. Soho, R&B not-bronzed proof. Nice $225.
ANGLESEY
422
ND Druid/Arms of Guildford, (Surrey). Bronzed UNC, good luster $325.
ANGLESEY
424
ND Druid/T. Spence, Dealer in Coins. Bronzed, very nice UNC $255.
CARMARTHEN
5
ND Interior of Iron Works/ Interior view of Forge. Usual flat men at work,
reverse EF, obverse VF and better, one, edge bump ex Lincoln $125.
GLAMORGAN
3c
1795 Bust L//Britannia. RARE, plain edge. AU-Unc, all brown $155.
SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN
1
1797. Ancient Fortress//JBCypher. Stuck over a Wilkinson halfpenny. Most of
these pieces are struck on another token. Some red, minor rev spots, UNC RR $1150. BBIII
ANGUSSHIRE
16a 1796 Infirmary Bldg/Harbor scene. Much red, a close look will find milling on
the edge, though it looks like a very rare plain edge. So, net is AU, nice for this issue though $125.
MONRTROSE
28
1796 Woman at Spinning Wheel//Bridge, town. UNC, minor flaw, nice $165.
MONTROSE
33
1799 View of Lunatic Hospital//Arms. Super surfaces, luster UNC $195.
DUNDEE
39bis ND
Scales, cypher//Sentinel. Full luster R&B superb UNC $155.
INVERNESS
1a
1793 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia. Much red, Luster, PL UNC $145.
INVERNESS
1b
1793 Rose and Thistle/Cornucopia, &c. Bronzed, UNC, die rust $125
KINROSSHIRE
1
1797 Castle in Ruins//Scottish Washerwoman. The castle the one where Mary
Queen of Scotts was held prisoner, the washerwoman standing in a tub, legend “ancient Scottish
washing---legend has it that Mary Queen of Scots attempted an escape disguised as a washerwoman.
These are RARE and more so with perfect surfaced and a bit of red in the devices, this one that will
not need upgrading. Choice UNC $1350.
LANARKSHIRE
2a
1791 Arms of Glasgow/River God. Bronzed PROOF Superb, $250
LOTHIAN
2
1796 A Stag//Arms. Usual weakness center of obv. net EF/AU+ $55.
LOTHIAN
7
1797 Public building//Gardener with spade. Nice color, net AU $95.
LOTHIAN
9a
ND
Palm Branches//Sell’s, &c. Scarce, Super surfaces, EF+ +, $150.

SCOTLAND, continued
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LOTHIAN
10
1796 Palm branch, arms//Sell’s &c. Bronzed, near unc but weak, AU $75.
LOTHIAN
12
1796 Arms, ..Sell’s, &c. Archibalds. RARE, AEF and nice $125.
LOTHIAN
38
1791 St. Andrew, cross/Arms. Luster, a very nice AU---RARE--- $95.
LOTHIAN
40
1791 St. Andrew, cross//Arms. Some luster, nice $AU $85.
LOTHIAN
47b
1792 St. Andrewm cross//Arms. Red in devices, RARE, EF $85.
PERTH
7
1797 Hank of Flax //Arms of Perth, lists RRR, GEF luster $195.
PERTH
8
1797 Hank of flax, /Arms of Perth. RARE Net EF+ $145.
PERTH
9a
1797 Hank of flax//Arms of Perth. Plain edge, Luster, EF+ $175.
PERTH
11
1798 Farthing, Tower//Woman watering cloth. Nice surfaces and color, the
strike a bit weak on the high points. Net EF+, $195.
IRELAND
CORK
2
ND Fame Flying/Cypher. About as struck, tad weak UNC $195.
DUBLIN
1.
Nd. Penny token---“To prevent the abuse of Charity &c//reverse says “Value of
one penny in provisions”----an attempt to take care of those affected by drink. “GVF for issue, $245. RARE.
The next 5 pieces are BBIII, best run of them I have ever seen. All are probably underpriced, as
they simply do not come nice, if you can find them at all
DUBLIN
5
ND
Bishop facing right//Ship. Fields unmarked, this piece is as all of this
series are, weakly struck, but this is about as made. RARE, . We will call it EF, about good as it gets $165.
DUBLIN
5a
ND
Bishop to Right//Ship. This one with the edge “If needful, apply &c.
Cannot assign grades to these poorly made items, this one is like the rest, “about as made” $165.
DUBLIN
5b
ND
Bishop to Right//Ship. Plain edge. EF to AU for issue, small flan voids
can be seen on both sides, really affecting nothing, RR, super for issue, $195.
DUBLIN
6
ND
Bishop to Right//Ship. OK, this one truly UNC and almost startlingly so,
super surfaces with full luster, never seen one even close to this, UNC $225.
DUBLIN
7.
ND. Hope Standing, Anchor//Ship. AU, nice for issue $145.
DUBLIN
22b
1796 Prattent’s Arms, //Dublin and Newry, &c. close to gem UNC $295.
DUBLIN
245
1793 Female, harp, still//Camac. RARE, nice GVF $110.
DUBLIN
311
1795 Arms, bugle horn//female, scales, anchor. Obv 20% red, rev 70%, there
are a very few marks, but a nice piece $95.
DUBLIN
336
ND H. S. & Co//Wheat sheaf, doves. Scarce. Full luster UNC $185.
DUBLIN
345
1794 Justice Standing//LR cypher. Silvered!! GVF, $65.
DUBLIN
351
1794 Female Seated, anchor//Register Stove. Brown UNC $125.
DUBLIN Fingall
379
1804 Female, Harp//Cypher. Payable at Swords &c, this piece recognizable as
Fingall by the 2 letter “LL” s at the end of the word, which is missing due to strike. RARE, $125.
This token BBIII, and is ex Daniel collection.
DUBLIN
380
1792 Hibernia//Payable at Swords”, RARE, Ch VF $125. GVF+++$165
DUBLIN
389
1792 Farthing, Hibernia//Turner Camac. RARE. tad luster, this AU !! $375.
BOOKS

The Standard References

Dalton and Hamer, The Provincial Token Coinage of the 18th Century, the newest, 2015 edition,
introduced January of this year. 20+ pages of information on token locations, grading, pricing, minting,
and a lot more. Also a new 47 page addenda, incorporating all other addendas and new material. Sent
Post Paid at $135 to Bill McKivor, contact copperman@thecoppercorner.com
In Britain, 88 pounds, order from Alan Judd, at micobwright@aol.com
Also available only ONE Deluxe volume, in slip covers, $250 post paid, USA. Shipping to UK $86!!

BOOKS, continued
PAGE EIGHT
Samuel, R. T. --British Tokens—the Bazaar, Exchange, and Mart. From the pages of the Bazaar
magazine, 1880-1889. Found and copied by Harold Welch, this book contains information not printed
anywhere else, and was the basis for all of the Bell books. A very hard to locate book, 90 hardbound editions,
these are all numbered, this one is signed and numbered, this is #63. Seldom offered, $350.
Lusk, Jon –a new book which expands Bell’s Commercial Coins and has superb plates and information, is
available now. “British and Irish Tradesmen’s copper Tokens 1787-1804” superb new information.
Apply to Jon@Lusk.cc or in the UK, to Spink, London.
19th Century---Dalton, Richard---the Silver Token Coinage, 1922, the Seaby reprint 1968, with valuation sheet. The
original of this book saw only 200 printed, a great option. As new, complete book with plates, $55.
Waters, Arthur----Notes on the Silver Tokens of the 19th Century, expands Dalton’s offering. VF $45.
Davis, W.J.---19th Century Token Coinage---this a reprint of Davis’s 1904 work, with some 19th C tokens
not reported elsewhere. Superseded by Withers in 1999, but still useful. Durst Reprint, just $28.
17th Century tokens-Williamson, (After Boyne), the expanded book from Boyne, originally printed in two volumes, 1889-1891,
and reprinted in three volumes and expanded, Seaby’s 1967. The three ex public library, and in excellent
condition. This is still being used as the standard reference for 17th C tokens by a great many people, though
the 9 Volume set of the Norweb collection certainly has better plates. This is a close out for me, will sell it for
$150, and if you collect these pieces, or are thinking of it, you will need it.
Evasion Tokens
Cobwright--“A Walk in the Monkolokian rainforest in search of the Spiney Fubbaduck”-Evasions,$27.
PRICE GUIDES
SEABY--British Tokens and their Values. 1970 edition, a small book, good information, $18.
British Coins and their values, 2003, softbound $3. Not new, but the values relative, and useful.
Informational volumes---Bell Books
R. C. BELL----Copper Commercial Coins, 1811-1819. His 19th C book, no DJ, clean, good copy $28.
OTHER BOOKS and information--Gallop, G.I.--PIGS MEAT---- Selected Writings of Thomas Spence, 1982. 192 pages. Now you have the
tokens, here is a look into the man’s mind though his writings. Card covered, as new. $28.
SELGIN, GEORGE--GOOD MONEY--private enterprise and popular coinage--A look at the economics
that existed in Britain in the 18th Century, and how the tokens affected life. Superb, SB, $28.
WHITTLESTONE, EWING----Royal commemorative medals of Queen Victoria 1837-1901. Card covered,
new, a listing of all Victoria medalets excluding the Jubilees of 1887 and 1897. Closeout, $22.
WARWICKSHIRE TAVERN CHECKS----Published by John Whitmore, this is copy #2 from an edition of
six books, with the three original parts bound into one volume. The binding matches that used for the Token
Collector’s Companion, 2006. Thus you get a rare book with three original sections, by Andrew Cunningham
and Neil Todd. Signed by John Whitmore on the flyleaf. As new, $95. Bargain!!
18th Century--Dalton and Hamer on line guide also being offered by Mike Dlugosz--, $75, ask me.
BOOKS, CD’S, SALE CATALOGUES
Dr Sriro's 18th C collection on a CD, $39 with population report, great info --- gsriro@gmail.com
Auction catalogue, Important sale of Tokens formed by the late Francis Cokayne, Esq. Wednesday, 17th
July, 1946, at Glendenning and Co, London. Mostly covers silver, 19th century pieces, both normal and
otherwise, one of the rare looks at a Cokayne sale. $75.
SET----The Noble Catalogues, Conder Tokens, 1998, British Tickets and Passes, 1999, and Communion
Tokens, 2000. These three sales were of all of the tokens and other material collected by Jim Noble. They all
have a PRL, and are still the largest sale of this sort of material anywhere. The set, as new, $160.

17th CENTURY BRITISH TOKENS
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all farthings unless it lists otherwise.
Essex
W135 William Moore bay//maker in Colchester. AVF, $55.
Dorsetshire
W53. Town issue, Dorset 53. Nice about VF example for $55 (1669)
Dorsetshire
W53 Same, but the reverse is a brockage of the obverse. $170. Very rare such.
Buy the pair for $215.
Hertfordshire
W18 Thomas Ravens of/Barkway Chandler. (Grocer’s Arms) F, porous, $85
Kent
W61 Thomas Iennings of /Canterbvry Grocer. (Grocer’s Arms). VG, just $18.
London
W565 Iohn Howes at Charter// House Lane End. (Grocer’s Arms. F, $75.
London
W1970 Iohn Randall at Moore//Gate his halfe Penny. 1666. View of Margate.
Fine, very good contrast and definition, nice eye appeal. $110.
London
W3066 The ship witout//Temple Bar. ( A ship). 1649. Rough flan, Fine, $68/
Norfolk
W63 Kings Lyn Farthing 1668//three Congers (eels). VF or better, nice $55.
Northampton
W104 Peterborovgh Halfpenny to be changed by the town Balife. //crossed Swords.
This token octagonal, a town issue of 1670. Net AVF, very nice $85.
Somersetshire
W73 William Sealy//of Bridgewater. 1654. GF, porosity, but strong strike $55.
Suffolk
W248 Nathaniel Howlett//in Mildinhall. (Draper’s Arms). 1667. Tad pebbly, VF $95.
Suffolk
W361 Henry Stebbing//of Woodbridge, Grocer. (A Bird). 1656. Nice Fine $75.
Yorkshire
W129 Iohn.Wighton.of.Holden//his half penny. (3 moles). 1668, GF, RARE $120.
IRELAND—Cork W210. Jonas Morris of Cork. //(A ship between two castles, which is the arms of
Cork). GF, a clip at 5 o’clock on the rim, part of Morris not there. 1657. $120. Very decent piece.
Jonas Morris was the mayor of Cork in 1651.
th
19 CENTURY PENNY & HALFPENNY TOKENS
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Withers book, with wonderful history of the times and the tokens, order from Galata Press.
Catalogue, Wither’s “British Copper Tokens, 1811-1820.”
Somerset, Bath
W15a Arms of Bath//Whitchurch and Dore. 1811. EF, nice $75 A VF+ $35.
Staffordshire
W33. Bilston. Beehive//Cannon Balls. 1813/Atherton issue, this choice VF $65.
Somerset Bristol
W416 George III/Arms of Bristol. GVF $28. 1811. AU, super surfaces, $95.
Birmingham
W281a Bust Thomason//Value/ 1811. Nearly full luster, near gem UNC $895.
A token worth owning, it is RR, and superb, another would be tough to find.
British Copper Co
W560 British Copper Co in wreath//A Lion. 1812. EF, $95.
Cheltenham
W673 A Church in the trees//Bishop &c. 1912. VF+ $55
Dudley
W725 Woman with bales//Wallace & Badger. 1811. EF, nice $88.
Worcester, Lye
W855 George III/Forrest & Co. R&B obverse, GEF and nice, $150.
N’Umberland
W889 John Elliott, //Tobacco plant. AVF, $26.
Norwich Norfolk
W910 TWOPENCE Robert Blake &C. some mks, GVF $55. Nice EF. $135.
Warwickshire
W960 Prince’s crest//Bartleet and Hemming, Reddich. 1813. VF+ $48.
Staffordshire
W1169 A Druid//Parker’s &c. Walsall issue. 1811. GF, $25.
Ireland, Stephens
W1850 Bust of Wellington//Harp &c. 1813 For issue very nice EF, $195.
Ireland, Strabane
W1901. Female with harp//Tyrone &c. 1813. Ch VF $42. F/VF $28.
Ireland Not Local
W2000 Bust to Right//woman, harp “Hibernicus”. ½ d 1820. Fine, $35
Isle of Man
W2070 Bust to Right/for public accommodation. ½ d 1830. Fine $35
THE FUN STUFF, medals and more
The Prince and Princess of Wales----a silver wedding anniversary medal, 38mm, and in silver, Busts to left
1863-1888. Presented by Palmer, stamp dealer 281 Strand. Close to where Baldwins is now. EF, $35
A few USA Hard Times tokens, ---Hard Times #
Webster Currency. (Ship sailing)//(Ship Sinking). 1841. Tad red AU, really nice $125.
Hard Times #70
Jackson, Safe///Mule. A red and brown choice UNC $275.
Hard Times #239
Bust to left//A Building. 1837. Centre Market, nice GVF $45
Hard Times $293
Building, Merchant Exchange. Built 1827, burnt 1835 //Not one cent. EF $45.

THE FUN STUFF---continued
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Brabant coinage, (low countries, Netherlands and Belgium now) these have the usual clips, filings, etc.
Issue of Spain, 42mm silver coin, Patagon. 1620. Crown over 2 scepters//Arms—a nice Fine $125.
Issue of Spain 42mm silver coin, Patagon. 1656. Crown over 2 scepters//Arms. VF, nice piece $175.
Issue of Spain 42mm Silver coin, Flanders. 1652. Crown over scepters//Arms VF, difficult to find $225.
HAWAII PENNY----original one cent, 1847, obv King Kamahamaha//Hapa Haneri. Token EF, but has two
fairly deep scratches in field to right of bust. That is the only damage, it is net for price VF, $530. This piece
has very nice eye appeal, the scratches not right out there, nice chocolate color, too. Not easy to locate.
HENRY CLAY---a 38mm silver medal, holed, ---Eagle holding ribbon//Scales, rays. “Champion of a
protective tariff” the medal is only Good-VG, seems to be undated, but is very rare. Yours for $125.
THE KING’S PRIVATE ROADS 1737. If you wished to pass on the Kings private roads, you could, if you
had this pass. This one EF, really a very nice example, choice actually, and is $425.
GRANTON ROAD---sort of the same idea, this is a card admitting “This carriage along Granton Road”,
when you presented it at the gate, they tore off the corner, negating a second use. It was issued by the Duke of
Buccleuch, Edinburgh area, Scotland, circa 1880. Nice shield of arms on the face of the card. EF, and no, the
corner is not torn, it is complete. Ready to admit your carriage to the road. $95.
Turner’s Company----bz, 53mm, in case of issue, an award given to Marg Dalien at the Camden School for
Girls, (1880-1910), but undated. Arms of the Turners Co. obverse. Super condition, $135.
Edward VII--- a 50mm silvered medal, fully struck, fully UNC---Bust of the King//Female with wreath.
Struck for the Inter-parliamentary conference, London, 1906, and in red round box, info on lid!! UBC $110.
Charles James Fox--- nice 53mm BZ medal, lauditory, by Peter Kempson. Bust Fox//”With Learning,
eloquence, and Zeal---&C &C, choice EF $135.
Defeat of the German Fleet---WM, 45mm, obv pictorial of the sinking of the Mainz, and the sinking of the
Blucher, 28 August, 1914. The Battle of Jutland, reverse, names of British Admirals. May 1914. EF $85.
WWI, Bz, 32mm medal, 1914. The German fleet bombarded Scarborough December 16, 1914. This
medal is UNC, and is fairly rare, not found often to my knowledge, View of the bombing and shelling. $75!!
WWII----General MacArthur---- BZ, 64mm---High relief bust facing, in his cap, Eagle behind,
///MacArthur striding through the waves on his return to the Philippines in 1944. He said, “I Will Return”, and
gained fame from fulfilling his vow 1944. Commemorative medal, 1972, as made, $95. Superb.
WWII---Isle of Man, Onchan Internment camp, 1943-1945. Three pieces. Obverse, Triskalese///reverse,
values, Sixpence, Penny, Halfpenny. All GEF to UNC, very nice examples. $425. Available as singles, ask.
Love Tokens---each made from a Liverpool Conder token. These are rare on 18th C Provincial pieces.
The first, Sam Wallin, Sarah Crofter, March 10, 1793 London—2 hearts United. Holed for suspension. All on
one side,arms of Liverpoos and 1791 date on the reverse. The second piece, Friendship token, Mary Picop,
Ann Lord, 1792, decorative border. As the last, the reverse the Liverbird, 1791. Each is $275.
The beginnings of motion pictures----Obverse, Busts of Auguste and Louis Lumiere//Reverse legends,
Cinematographie Lumiere, view of audience enjoying a silent picture. 1895!! The medal much later, perhaps
1960 or so, in original box of issue, 68mm BZ, as new. The invention of cinematography. $135.
Bust Benjamin Franklin and Montyon, Important men of France. 1833. Bz 41mm, EF, nice $95.
Napoleon being crowned, 1801, pair medals, SILVER 21mm and 14mm, the pair, $65.
James Watt, silver medal 40mm, Bust of Watt//first class award to C. Mitchell for a model of a Steamship---Mitchell was builder of full size steam ships, this in 1871. Medal GEF, wonderful, $225.
Galloping Dick----torture by Indians, //Come see the cowboy band!! An advert for a show, Chas Lester as
Galloping Dick, novel torture scene with vitriol, a very neat and unusual advert. 19th Century. GVF $45.
Queen Victoria with her photo in the center of a maltese cross. Gilt AE photo EF, rest VF, 38mm $35.
A Coining Press---1889—Taylor and Challen 24mm advert for the presses!! AU, nice $28.
Ivory Counters---At one time, when the board game was king, many (especially the rich) owned Ivory card
counters. These are small, one a small oval (1800-1830), the other a 60X 20mm deep carved rectangle, made
from tortoise shell, type popular 1780-1820. The pair, $85.
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Engraved Coin---Thomas Bayswater and Dolly Smith----Doves, hearts, “This is love so let us live”
The engraving EF, host VF, on a shaved halfpenny, dated both sides 1777. Very nice----$295.
Le Torque Lawn Tennis Club. Silvered 41mm medal, arms, anchor//two tennis rackets. 1929, UNC $32.
King Frederick of Prussia---41mm AE, Battle of Rosbach. 1757. Holed and plugged, VF+ nice $85.
1930’s Depression token, Man begging, “Buddy can you spare a dime” on the obverse, the reverse a map of
the USA and the admonition “Buy American”. Dime size token, AU, Scarce and historical $65.
ODDS AND ENDS----Mullins Promenade, admit to concert, Music stand, instruments, silvered 32mm, 19th
C British, along with a 1994 Boeing employee medal, with depiction of a Boeing 777, along with an Expo 67
Canadian medal, World on the reverse and “American Express”36mm, and a Whitebird Trading Company
medal, brass, 38mm, GF $2.50 in trade, Albuquerque, NM. First VF, rest EF—value $100+, just $35 all.
A SPECIAL GROUP OF TOKENS AND MEDALS FROM THE COLLECTION OF
Doctor Richard Doty These are items that were found in the house recently, and are the last of
the items for sale that were owned by Dick, our late club president and Smithsonian curator..
This is a rather mixed bag, but there are some really good things here, so it is worth a close look.
Thomas Spence counterstamps on a small halfcent blank, on the obverse “Spence’s Plan, Peace” and on the
reverse “& Plenty Forever”. No undertype. Counterstamps VF, some better. $200.
Thomas Fisher, a twopence from around 1735, Ireland, Bird with worm in it’s beak//Redeemable &c.
These often have strikes that allow the worm to be missing, this has the worm-- a nice VF for issue $265.
Warwickshire, Wilkinson D&H 336. Bust Wilkinson//A barge. These usually come worn and seldom are
found in high grade. This one is EF to AU, one Dick was proud of. Yours for $200.
Bermuda Cent. Bust of George III//Ship, 1793. Nice color, no damage, I call it GVF but it looks better, these
in UNC are into four figures, buy this one for $350.
British Bank Token, a 3pence piece, apparently brass, some mint red however. Dated 1814, bust of George
III on obverse, value on reverse Close to as made selling for a GEF, and reasonably at $200.
Boulton Death Medal, ---this is the 41mm copper piece that was given out to people who attended Boulton’s
funeral, (Obsequies). There were 550 struck at Soho, and given out. This one, however, follows something I
discovered a year ago, that there was a restrike. The letter Q in Obsequies in the original looks like the capital
letter Q printed here. The restrike has the tail of the Q going up into the O above it. Oddly, I had never noticed
this before, but have Watt Jr.’s copy, and this is the first one I have obtained that has that “new Q”, and is thus
a Watt Restrike done at Soho. It is a R&B UNC with no marks at all, like new----and though a restrike was
done only around 10 years later. I know of two of these pieces now.. $250.
Boulton and Watt, portrait medal put out by James Watt and Co, circa 1880. AE, 38mm. The busts
together on the obverse with no legend, the reverse with Watt and Co. information. Two available, the first is a
nice EF $65, and the last is a super UNC, bronzed , full luster, unmarked in any way, $125.
Sentimental Magazine, Lord Camden, 1773.19mm. AE. This is William Pitt Sr, who pleaded with success
in parliament to stop the original stamp act, and stop an American rebellion. Grade VF, yours at $45.
George III, Charlotte, Marriage medal 1761. This 25mm AE medal is WAY better than usually seen. It has
some rub in George’s hair and on his cheek, but is otherwise as made. Sharp, nice EF+ to UNC $65.
George III, Charlotte, Coronation medal, 1761, 26mm AE and again better than usually seen, this one with
the busts facing left on the obverse, Coronation &c on the reverse, it is GVF-EF, and yours for $45.
George III---50 year Jubilee, a 24mm AE token, Crown, Scepters on the obverse, The reverse with a
description of the Grand National Jubilee, in 1809 for his 50th year. UNC, tough grade, $45.
George III, the Death of. A 19mm AE medalet, once gilt but now worn off, Bust to left//Reverse with
information on his birth and death, in 1820. VF, very decent. $25.
Six 19th Century tokens, copper, B&B Copper, Roscoe place mill pictorial, Pheonix Iron Works pictorial,
Crown copper Co, with crown, Samuel Fereday copper, and Comerce Standing on a Doncaster token. All are
identified, and have Dick’s handwritten ticket listing them by Davis number. Two VF, three GVF, one EF, the
group yours for $80. This ends the list, and is the last entry for the last of Dick Doty’s token collection. All
are worth owning, the price not escalated, good material. Thanks for looking, Bill

The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A plus or a minus
next to a grade indicates that the piece is in the grade indicated, but look, surfaces, or marks may be a bit
better or worse than the grade given. Scr= scratch. Hfs, =holed for suspension. Rm=rim nick.
UNC—no wear. AU—Tad rub. EF— light circulation. VF-Very fine. F-Fine. VG Very good. G-Good.
TERMS OF SALE
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt for
any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. No discounts will
be given for the first 30 days of the sale.
Your satisfaction is far more important than a sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipment will be held until funds clear if you are unknown to me.
As most items are one of a kind, alternate selections are appreciated. Shipping prices:
Shipping charges-$7 minimum, to $200. Not signed for, to $500, $15. Signed for, to $500 $18. Over $500
will be sent Registered, $18 plus the insurance balance, most will be $25 and up.
Foreign orders all registered, now $30 & up. Books, please ask, by weight and volume it will vary.
ORDERING
Please give the List #, MAJOR HEADING, MINOR HEADING, D&H number, and price when ordering.
By Phone---(206) 244-8345 9 AM to 10 PM Pacific time only.
By E-mail---A great way to order or ask about tokens--- Copperman@Thecoppercorner.com
By mail to: Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

